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WHERE DID ALCHEMIST CHAINS COME FROM?

One day, while the Redlight Alchemist was experimenting in the

lab of passive rewards systems, he accidentally spilt some of

the Scarlet Chains formula.

 

The Scarlet Chains formula found its way from Redlight Chain

over into Binance Smart Chain, and what you will read below is

the outcome of this serendipity.

WHAT IS ALCHEMIST CHAINS?

Alchemist Chains is a passive rewards system tailored for

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) through NFT Technology, sustainable

tokenomics and dynamic contract functions.

 

 Alchemist Chains is designed to reward its users on a stable

basis of $10/Token. Similar protocols to Alchemist Chains

usually refer to this type of system as Nodes, but we will be

referring to Nodes as Chains. Alchemist Chains will also serve

as a bridge from BSC into Redlight Chain ($REDLC) once your

Chains have hit certain requirements.
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WHAT ARE NODES?

Nodes are a collection of data points that reward

users for their generation and use. Each node

generates a predetermined amount of its

representing coin/token. Each token generated

can be used to create more nodes to increase

daily rewards or sold on the market to be

exchanged for an underlying liquidity paired coin. 

NFT INTEGRATION

NFT technology integrated within node smart

contracts allows flexibility and sustainability

with the reward generation process. Integrating

nodes as NFTs increases simplicity, creating an

additional value to the nodes themselves, making

them a viable investment. We will also have NFTs

that are designed to compliment your nodes by

“Smart” utility such as increasing reward

production.
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ALCHEMIST CHAINS BREAKDOWN

Alchemist Chains native token is called Alchemist

Chains - $ALCC

 

Alchemist Chains is operated on Binance Smart

Chain (BSC aka $BNB) with the opportunity to

transmute your Chains over to Redlight Chain

($REDLC) once you have hit 200% ROI (Return on

Investment).

 

There are two types of Alchemist Chains,

Alchemist Chains - Silver (ALCC-S), and Alchemist

Chains - Gold (ALCC-G). 

 

To obtain ALCC-G, you will need to burn your 

ALCC-S in the upgrade process.

 

All Alchemist Chains rewards timers will be set

to 12:00pm UTC. 
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ALCHEMIST CHAINS BREAKDOWN - Continued

Alchemist Chains - Silver (ALCC-S)
 

A combination of 10 x $ALCC and 10 x $USDT can be

traded in to create 1 ALCC-S (Alchemist Chains -

Silver). 1 ALCC-S generates 0.4 $ALCC every 24

hours (Not including taxes/bonuses).

Alchemist Chains - GOLD (ALCC-G)
 

A combination of 12 x $ALCC, 2 x ALCC-S and 20 x

$USDT can be traded in to create 1 ALCC-G

(Alchemist Chains - Gold). 1 ALCC-G generates 1

$ALCC every 24 hours (Not including

taxes/bonuses).

 

The 2 x ALCC-S Used in the creation of ALCC-G will

be burnt in the process, and any unclaimed

rewards will be lost.
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CHAIN CAPS

Each Chain subset will have a cap for the amount in which a user

can own. Incentivizing users to upgrade their chains to the next

tier. 

 

ALCC-S (ALCHEMIST CHAINS - SILVER) CAP - 4 CHAINS

ALCC-G (ALCHEMIST CHAINS - GOLD) CAP - 5 CHAINS

 

THERE IS ALSO A CAPPED MAX WALLET AMOUNT OF 2000 at any given time 

Chain Creation Distribution

When Chains are created, the tokens used must be

distributed somewhere. To assist with the stability of the

tokens price, and ongoing development of the project we

have decided to allocate these tokens as follows:

 

Distribution of $ALCC and $USDT used for Creation of Chains

and all tokenomics taxes throughout Alchemist Chains:

 

- 80% to Liquidity Pool

- 1% to cover Gas Fees

- 9% to Development Wallet

- 10% to B-RO
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COMPOUNDING

You are able to Compound your unclaimed rewards

($ALCC) into new ALCC-S. To do so you will need to pay

the equivalent of 5% of what you currently have

unclaimed in your Chains, in $USDT from your wallet.

You can also combine your unclaimed rewards with

$ALCC in your wallet when compounding (The 5% 

 Compound Tax in $USDT of what you are using from

unclaimed rewards still applies). Any remaining

unclaimed $ALCC will be paid out to your wallet and

have the 15% Claim Tax applied.

 

You can use unclaimed rewards from ALCC-S or ALCC-G

to create new ALCC-S, but you will not be able to

combine rewards from different Chains to do so. 
 

Examples of Cross Compounding:

 

10 unclaimed rewards in ALCC-S = compoundable into new ALCC-S

10 unclaimed rewards in ALCC-G = compoundable into new ALCC-S

 

Examples of Merge Compounding (Which is not possible):

 

5 unclaimed rewards in ALCC-S and 5 unclaimed rewards in ALCC-G = NOT

COMPOUNDABLE AT ALL 8



Rewards Pool

750,000

Presale

200,000

Liquidity

50,000

TOKENOMICS

Allocation

 

Presale - 200,000 $ALCC

$8/$ALCC at presale - max 200 x $ALCC/wallet (1000 Presale Slots

available)

 

Liquditiy - 50,000 $ALCC

Paired with $500,000 USDT at launch

 

Rewards Pool - 750,000 $ALCC

Iniital $ALCC added to Rewards Pool - the rewards pool is not fixed, it is

dynamic 9



TOKENOMICS - TAXES

BUY TAX

0%
There is 0% Tax on buying $ALCC

 

SELL TAX

15%
There is 15% Tax when you sell $ALCC

 

CLAIM TAX

15%
There is 15% Tax when you Claim $ALCC from your Chains

 

COMPOUND TAX

5%
There is 5% Tax when you compound your unclaimed $ALCC into new ALCC-S,

payable in USDT from your wallet (refer to page 8)

 

TRANSFER TAX

15%
There is 15% Tax when transfer $ALCC from one wallet to another
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DARKNESS UPKEEP

Once a user creates a Chain, there will be a darkness

upkeep cost associated with that Chain. 

 

This is to ensure that users will be helping with the upkeep

of the project ongoing.

 

Each Chain will have Upkeep required to be paid every 7

days, and each Chain has a Upkeep of 10% of what that

Chain has earnt over those 7 days, payable in the

equivialent of $USDT from your wallet.

 

Upkeep can be paid on indiviudal Chains, or across all Chains

of the same type (i.e all ALCC-S at once or all ALCC-G at

once)

 

Upkeep can be paid at any time before it is due on a pro-rata

basis.

 

If you fall into Darkness due to not paying upkeep cost,

those Chains will stop generating rewards until the upkeep

cost is paid. Once the upkeep cost is paid the rewards will

commence again.
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CHAIN ENHANCERS
The Scarlet Chains solution is powerful on its own, however it can be made

more rewarding through Alchemist Chain Enhancers.

 

OURO 

 
Ouro is an NFT which increases the amount of rewards generated by 5%, and

reduces your upkeep by 2% for ALL of your Chains.

 

There is a total supply of 300 Ouro NFTs, which will are available for

purhased from our dApp for  $1300 USDT.

 

BOROS
 

Boros is the sister NFT of Ouro, which increases the amount of rewards

generated by 2%, and reduces your upkeep by 1% for ALL of your Chains.

 

There is a total supply of 300 Boros NFTs, which will are available for

purhased from our dApp for $700 USDT.

 

OUROBOROS
 

Whilst powerful on their own, when combined (Held in 1 wallet), you will

receive an additional 3% boost to your rewards generated, and 2% reduction

in your upkeep.

 

This means if you hold both the Ouro and Boros NFTs in one wallet, you will

receive a total of 10% increase in rewards generated, and 5% decrease in

Upkeep Costs for your whole wallet.

 

Both Chain Enhancer NFTs will be tradeable on the secondary market. 12



ALCHEMIC OVERLOAD

Over time as you gain your ROI (Return on Investment) and then some,

your Chains will enter an Alchemic Overload due to the Scarlet

Chains formula becoming unbalanced.

 

If your ROI is anywhere between 0%-100% there is 0% Overload

Taxes on Claims (i.e nothing Changes).

 

If your ROI is anywhere between 100%-200% there is 40% Overload

Taxes on Claims (i.e rather than there just being a 15% Claim Tax,

there is also a 40% Overload Tax which is a total of 55%).

 

ROI Calculation is as follows:

 

Amount of $ALCC Claimed at time of Claim, minus claims

tax/Overload tax/Sales tax.

 

the Sales Tax is calculated at the time of Claim so after the fact

you can use your $ALCC how you wish (i.e Sell/Transfer/Create

Chains/Compound).

 

Compounding does not count towards ROI, only claiming (and anything

that is automatically claimed at the time of compounding). 

 

Once your ROI hits 200%, your Chains will stop producing rewards as

the formula is completely overloaded, however, all is not lost

when you hit full Alchemic Overload thanks to… 13



TRANSMUTATION VAULT

The Transmutation Vault can be used to regenerate your Overloaded

Chains into fresh Chains. However, the Scarlet Chains formula can

only last so long when it is being utilised outside of Redlight Chain...

 

The way this works is as follows:

 

Once your Chains have hit 200% ROI and stopped producing rewards,

you can Transmute these across from Binance Smart Chain to

Redlight Chain, to be utilised on Scarlet Chains.

 

The formulas and outcomes of the Transmutation Vault are as

follows:

 

4 x ALCC-S + $100 USDT = 1 x Scarlet Chains - Red

or

5 x ALCC-G + $400 USDT = 1 x Scarlet Chains - Platinum 

 

Once Transmuted, your new Scarlet Chains will begin with a 100% ROI

loading. (ROI loading works differently on Scarlet Chains). 

 

Scarlet Chains is a similar protocol to Alchemist Chains, however it

runs on Redlight Chain, the worlds first truly gasless Layer 1 EVM

Blockchain. 

 

To find out more, please visit our website, www.redlight.finance
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burning the redlight oil in the name of

sustainability

Burning the Redlight Oil (B-RO) is a multi-faucet Liquidity bot that performs

buybacks, burns, arbitrage and market making which is utilized as a service.

 

Before the Redlight Alchemist spilt the Scarlet Chains solution cross-chain,

B-RO was soley used on Redlight Chain.

 

For Alchemist chains, 9% of all taxes from tokenomics and Chain Creations

will be loaded into his tank. This willthen be carried cross-chain to buy back

$REDLC, with the majority of this being burnt.
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B-RO also performs market making to help

stabilize the price flooring of $REDLC and

draws the profits from which will be

inflowed back into the Alchemist Chains

liquidity pool. 

 

With B-RO and Alchemist Chains dynamic ROI

based tokenomics working hand in hand,

this helps Alchemist chains become self

sufficient. 

 

Many hands make light work, and the

dynamic duo will ensure the Alchemist

Chains liquidity pool is always on the rise.

 


